Dr. Stephen C. Scott  
President  
Wake Technical Community College  
9101 Fayetteville Road  
Raleigh, NC 27603-5696

Dear Dr. Scott:

Thank you for your letter of September 12, 2008, and the notification of terminated programs with date of termination noted:

**Support Technologies, Associate Degree, fall term, 2005.** The institution stopped admitting students into the program in fall term, 2005. Students were given the opportunity to complete the program. Faculty and equipment were transferred to the Computer Information Technology program.

**Telecommunications and Network Engineering Technology, Associate Degree, fall term, 2006.** The institution stopped admitting students into the program in fall term, 2006. Students were given the opportunity to complete the program. Faculty and equipment were transferred to the Computer Information Technology program.

**Electronics Engineering Technology/Instrumentation, Associate Degree, fall term, 2006.** The institution stopped admitting students into the program in fall term, 2006. Students were given the opportunity to complete the program. Faculty and equipment were transferred to the Computer Information Technology program.

**Electronic Servicing Technology, Associate Degree, fall term, 2005.** The institution stopped admitting students into the program in fall term, 2005. Students were given the opportunity to complete the program or transfer to a closely related curriculum. Faculty members retired from the college and equipment used in the program was transferred to the Electronics Engineering Technology and the Heavy Equipment Transporting Technology programs.

**Industrial Systems Technology, Associate Degree, summer term, 2009.** The institution stopped admitting students into the program fall term, 2007. Students were given the opportunity to complete the program or transfer to a closely related curriculum (Electrical/Electronics Technology). Faculty members in the program have retired.

**Manufacturing Technology, Associate Degree, spring term, 2009.** The college stopped admitting students into the program effective fall term, 2006. The one student remaining in the program will complete the
associate degree during the 2008-2009 academic year. Faculty members and equipment associated with
the program will be transferred to the Industrial Engineering Technology and Mechanical Engineering
Technology programs.

Machining Technology/Tool, Die and Mold Making Technology, Associate Degree, Diploma, Certificate,
summer term, 2009. The college stopped admitting students into the program, effective fall term, 2007.
Students were given the opportunity to complete the program or transfer to a closely related curriculum.
The faculty member connected to the program was transferred to the Focus Industry Training Department
(Continuing Education Division).

We accept these notifications and require no additional information from you. I hope to see you and your
colleagues at our annual meeting in San Antonio next month.

Best regards,

Belle S. Wheelan, Ph.D.
President
Commission on Colleges

BSW/RER: sf

cc: Dr. G. Jack Allen